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Key Policy-Attribute Based Fully
Homomorphic Encryption (KP-ABFHE)
Scheme for Securing Cloud Application
in Multi-users Environment

Soo Fun Tan and Azman Samsudin

Abstract Recently, cloud technologies has become a cost-effective data solution

among the small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). However, there is a raising

concern on its security. This paper proposed the Key Policy-Attribute Based Fully

Homomorphic Encryption (KP-ABFHE) scheme for providing an end-to end data

protection in multi-users cloud environments. The proposed KP-ABFHE scheme

is able to perform the computation while providing fine-grained access on the

encrypted data. The proposed scheme is able to handle a monotonic access structure

over a set of authorized attributes, without sacrificing the computation capabilities

of homomorphic encryption. In addition, this paper proves that the proposed scheme

is secure under a selective-set model with the hardness of Decision Ring-LWEd,q,𝜒
problem.

Keywords Cloud computing ⋅ Fully homomorphic encryption ⋅ Attribute-based

encryption ⋅ Attribute-based fully homomorphic encryption

1 Introduction

Cloud computing has recently emerged as a cost-effective business data solutions

among Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs). Cloud computing provides

SMEs to store and process their data in the third-party data centers with a various

service models, such as, Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service

(PaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS). While the cloud computing provides a

numerous business competitive advantages, it raises a critical concern on data con-

fidentiality issues, especially for SaaS model. SMEs are delegating their data access
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to a third-party Cloud Service Provider (CSP), who can abuse the access privilege

in order to infer or sabotage valuable information. To protect these outsourced data

from unauthorized access, one of the recent alternative is to exploit the usage of

conventional security mechanisms. Tamper resistant hardware can be installed in an

un-trusted third-party side or the private data can be encrypted before uploading onto

CSPs.

However, complication arises when there is a need to do some computations on

these confidential (encrypted) data such as predictive analysis, regression analysis

and others. Both tamper-resistant hardware and conventional cryptosystems that pro-

vides data-at-rest protection by denying access on these encrypted data are not capa-

ble to support such computation. A trivial solution is to download the encrypted data,

decrypt them before performing computation, which is impractical and problematic.

Apparently, homomorphic encryption, a scheme that is capable to compute over

an encrypted data, is becoming an active research area to tackle this cloud security

problem. To ensure the data confidentiality and privacy, SMEs encrypt the data with

the homomorphic encryption scheme before uploading onto the CSP data centers.

Meanwhile, the CSP is able to perform computation on these encrypted data without

having to decrypt them.

Homomorphic encryption scheme was firs introduced by Rivest [1] in 1978. Over

the last three decades, there is a very little progress in homomorphic encryption

research until the Fully Homomorphic Encryption (FHE) was theoretically demon-

strated by Gentry [2] in 2009. Existing works on homomorphic encryption scheme

are directed towards the improvement of the speed performance, reducing the lengthy

public key as well as the ciphertext size. However, most of the schemes are only capa-

ble of supporting a single owner content, in which all data are encrypted with a single

user’s secret key. In the real-world situation, SMEs’ data are collected from various

sources (e.g. different front-end devices, different locations, etc.) and accessible by

many users with a different access rights. For supporting the multi-users environ-

ment, data owner has to share his secret key with other data users. However, sharing

the same secret key among data users is an integrity threat, and should be avoided.

To bridge this gap, this paper proposes a Key Policy-Attribute Based Fully Homo-

morphic Encryption (KP-ABFHE) scheme. The KP-ABFHE scheme is a hybrid of

the homomorphic encryption scheme and the attribute-based encryption scheme.

Compared to conventional Access Control Systems (ACS) that requires high server-

availability for granting access to the users, the Attribute-based Encryption (ABE)

scheme is another cryptography advances that allows fine-grain access control on

encrypted data with marginal operation cost on the server side.

This paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 reviews the recent works on attribute-

based homomorphic encryption scheme; Sect. 3 presents the preliminaries of the

proposed scheme; Sect. 4 proposes KP-ABFHE scheme; Sect. 5 presents the security

analysis of the proposed KP-ABFHE scheme and lastly ended with conclusion in

Sect. 6.
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2 Related Works

The extension to the homomorphic ecryption scheme that can support multi-users

was first demonstrated by Xiao et al. [3] in 2012. In their symmetric homomor-

phic encryption scheme, the data collected from different sources are encrypted with

the user’s secret key, which is derived from a master key. Then, the user sends the

encrypted data to key agent. The key agent then performs a secret-master key trans-

formation by switching the encryption key from the user’s secret key to the master

key, without accessing the encrypted data. The key agent subsequently sends these

newly re-encrypted data to CSP for storage and processing. Consequently, all data

that stored on CSP data centers are encrypted under the same master key, and homo-

morphic evaluation can be conducted. Similarly, the computed result is forwarded to

key agent for performing the master-secret key transformation before sending back

the result to the user. Obviously, Xiao scheme [3] requires a high server availability,

therefore resulting a performance bottleneck on their system, especially during the

high network traffic period.

On the same year, another notable work was proposed by Lopez et al. [4].

Instead of working on symmetric approach, they proposed asymmetric homomor-

phic encryption scheme, which known as multi-key FHE. The main advantage of

Lopez scheme [4] is that the scheme allows the CSP to perform the homomorphic

evaluation on the data that was encrypted with different user’s secret keys. Similar to

Xiao et al. scheme [3], the collected data from different sources are encrypted with

the user’s secret keys. However, instead of having a key agent act as a mediator to

perform the key transformation, Lopez scheme [4] delegates this task to the CSP

server. When there is a user request to perform jointly-computation on the encrypted

data, the CSP first switches the user’s secret key to an evaluation key by using the re-

linearization technique that was introduced earlier by Brakerski and Vaikuntanathan

[5]. Subsequently, CSP is able to perform homomorphic evaluation since all data

are now encrypted under the same evaluation key. The computed ciphertext can

be jointly decrypted using the secret key of all users that involved in the compu-

tation. The Lopez scheme [4] eliminates the bottleneck of key agent as in Xiao

scheme [3]; however, introduces another performance overhead on both user and

CSP server. Each request of computation involves the evaluation key generation and

re-encryption of the data on user and CSP server respectively.

At CRYPTO 2013, Gentry et al. [6] proposed the homomorphic encryption with

a more sophisticated access control capabilities. Compared to previous scheme

[3, 4] that works on multi-key level, Gentry scheme [6] proposed an Identity-Based

Fully Homomorphic Encryption (IBFHE) scheme by integrating the homomorphic

encryption scheme with the Identity-Based Encryption (IBE). In addition, Gentry

scheme [6] can be extended to provide a fine-grained access control on encrypted

data, which was encrypted based on the user’s attributes. However, their homomor-

phic evaluation can only support data that was previously encrypted under the same

attributes.
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A fine-grain access control on encrypted data was further demonstrated by Clear

and McGoldrick [7, 8]. They hybrided the homomorphic encryption scheme with

the Ciphertext-Policy ABE scheme [7]. However, the homomorphic evaluation is

limited to only a single attribute encrypted data. For supporting computation on the

data that with multi-attributes, Clear and McGoldrick [8] subsequently borrow the

key transformation concept from Lopez scheme [4] to switch the “attribute” during

homomorphic evaluation.

In order to support multi-users requirement, all the schemes reviewed so far

suffer from the fact that the introduced extension to the homomorphic encryption

scheme had a negative effect on the computation capabilities. Both Xiao scheme

[3] and Lopez scheme [4] require an additional key transformation process either

by the key agent [3] or by the CSP server [4]. Meanwhile, Gentry scheme [6] and

Clear-McGoldrick scheme [7] are able to provide a fine-grain control access on

the encrypted with user’s attributes. However, both Gentry scheme [6] and Clear-

McGoldrick scheme [7] only allow the computation to be performed on the data

encrypted with the same attribute, thus unable to support homomorphic encryption

under multi-users setting. Although the Clear-McGoldrick scheme [8] is capable to

support multi-attribute computation, however, their scheme inherits the performance

bottleneck from the Lopez scheme [4].

To solve this problem, instead of fusing both homomorphic encryption and ABE

directly into a single ciphertext as implemented in the previous works; this paper

proposes the KP-ABFHE scheme in which a ciphertext is made out of two sub-

components. The first component carries the data, encrypted with a homomorphic

encryption scheme; while the second component enable a fine-grains access on the

encrypted data with ABE scheme. Thus, enables the extension to support multi-

users environment without affecting the computation capabilities of the homomor-

phic encryption.

3 Preliminaries

This section introduces some concepts and background which will be used in the

construction of the proposed KP-ABFHE scheme (see Sect. 4).

Definition 1 (Monotonic Access Structure [9]) Let U = {u1, u2,… , un} be a set of

attributes. A collection 𝔸 ⊆ 2U is monotone if ∀B,C ∶ B ∈ 𝔸 and B ⊆ C implies

C ∈ 𝔸. A monotone access structure is a monotone collection 𝔸 of non-empty sub-

sets of {u1, u2,… , un}. The sets in 𝔸 are called as authorized sets, and the sets not

in 𝔸 are called as unauthorized sets.

The access structure, 𝔸 can be realized with a secret sharing scheme where each

authorized attribute holds a private pieces of secret key, SK. Any authorized set of

attribute can reconstruct the secret from its pieces, and any unauthorized set not in

𝔸 cannot reveal any partial information about the secret. For handling a monotone
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access structure, the Linear Secret Sharing Scheme (LSSS) defined as follows, will

be used in the proposed scheme. It has been proven that any monotone access struc-

ture can be realized with LSSS in [9].

Definition 2 (Linear Secret Scheme (LSSS) [9]) A secret sharing scheme
∏

over a

set of attributes U = {u1, u2,… , un} is called linear (over Rq) if satisfying the fol-

lowing properties:

∙ The secret shares for each attribute form a vector over Rq;

∙ There exists a share-generating matrix for
∏

, which denoted as Matrix G ∈ Rn×m
q ,

with row labels p(i) ∈ U, ∀i ∈ [n]. Given a column vector, v = (SK, r2,… , rm),
where SK ∈ Rq is the secret to be shared and r2,… , rm ← Rq randomly chosen,

the Gv is the vector of n shares of the secret according to
∏

. The share 𝛿i = (Gv)i,
i.e., the inner product Gi ⋅ v belongs to attribute p(i), where p is a function from

{1,… , n} to U.

The LSSS enjoys the linear reconstruction property [9] as follows. Suppose that∏
is a LSSS that represents the access structure 𝐀. Let 𝔸 ∈ 𝐀 be an authorized

set, and I ⊂ {1, 2,… , n} be defined as I = {i ∶ p(i) ∈ 𝔸}. There exist constants

{wi ∈ Rq}i∈I such that of 𝛿i are valid shares of a secret, SK according to
∏

, then∑
i∈I 𝛿iwi. Furthermore, these constants wi can be found in polynomial time in the

size of share-generating matrixG. For any unauthorized set, no such constants exists.

In this paper, the LSSS matrix (G, p) will be used to express an access structure asso-

ciated to the user’s secret key.

4 Construction of the Key Policy-Attribute Based
Homomorphic Encryption (KP-ABFHE) Scheme

The homomorphic encryption scheme is constructed based on Ring-LWE problem

[10, 11]; whereas, the ABE scheme is an extension of [12]. The main differences

between the proposed scheme with the existing works [3, 4, 6–8] are two fold.

First, compared to existing ABHE schemes [6–8] that only considered their access

structure as a single attribute [6, 7] ; or use a single attribute to represent a set of

“sub-attributes” [8]; the proposed scheme uses the LSSS matrix (G, p) to express a

monotonic access structure over a set of attributes. Second, instead of fusing both

homomorphic encryption and ABE scheme directly into a single ciphertext, the

proposed KP-ABFHE scheme decomposes a ciphertext into two sub-components.

The first component encrypts the data with a public key, PK; whereas, the second

component consists a set of authorized attributes, 𝐀. The homomorphic evaluation

only involves the first component. Meantime, the second component is used to fine-

grained an access control on the encrypted data. The user’s secret key, SK is associ-

ated with a monotonic access structure, 𝔸 over a set of authorized attributes. Each

authorized attribute in the monotonic access structure, 𝔸 holds a valid shares of the

secret key, SK. Thus, the encrypted data can be decrypted correctly if and only if
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𝐀 ∈ 𝔸. In addition, for preventing the collusion attacks among multiple users, the

proposed KP-ABFHE scheme extended the secret key randomization techniques [13,

14] to blind the user’s secret key, SK𝔸, in which the multiple users are unable to pool

their attributes together and re-construct a valid secret key, SK𝔸. Next, the proposed

KP-ABFHE scheme is formally defined as follows.

Setup(𝝀, U,) → (PP, MSK). The setup algorithm takes as input: a security para-

meter, 𝜆, a universe of attributes, U = {u1, u2,… , un} and the number of users, 

in the systems. Choose a sufficiently large prime modulus q = 1 mod (2𝜆), and a

smaller positive integer p, such that p ≪ q and gcd(p, q) = 1. Let f (x) = (xd + 1),
where d is a power of 2. Let ℝq = ℤq[x]∕ < f (x) > be the ring of integer polynomi-

als modulo both f (x) and q. Let 𝜒 = 𝜒(𝜆) be an error distribution over ℝq. Select a

uniformly random master secret key, SK0 ← ℝq and a number t random elements,

at ← ℝq and error terms, et ← 𝜒 . Compute a number of t public keys, such that

PKt = at ⋯ SK + pet ∈ ℝq. Next, for each attribute {u1, u2,… , un} in U, select a

pair of uniformly random (Ki,K−1
i ) ← ℝq, where K−1

i is the inverse of Ki in ℝq and

a small error term, gi ← 𝜒 . Compute PKi = Ki + pgi ∈ Rq. Lastly, outputs the public

parameters PP, and a master secret key, MSK as follows.

PP = {at,PKt, {PKi}ni=1}
MSK = {SK0, {Ki}ni=1, {K

−1
i }ni=1}

KeyGen(PP, MSK,𝔸) → (SK𝔸). The key generation algorithm takes the public para-

meters, PP, a master secret key, MSK and an access structure, 𝔸 over the universe of

attributes U as input. It first transforms 𝔸 into the LSSS matrix (G, p), where matrix

G ∈ Rn×m
q , with row labels p(i) ∈ U,∀i ∈ [n]. Then, it distributes the valid shares

of master secret key, SK by generating a vector, v such that v = (SK, r2,… , rm),
where r2,… , rm ← ℝq is randomly chosen. The Gv is the vector of n shares of the

secret key, SK according to secret sharing scheme
∏

over 𝔸. For each i = 1 to n,

calculates the secret share, 𝛿i = Gi × v ∈ ℝq, where Gi is the vector corresponding

to i-th row of G. Next, select a uniformly random, 𝛼 and its inverse, 𝛼
−1

such that

𝛼, 𝛼

−1 ← ℝq and error terms, ht, ji ← 𝜒 . The algorithm outputs the user’s secret key,

SK𝔸 = (SK0, SKi) associated with a description of (G, p), where:

SK0 = 𝛼

−1 + pht ∈ ℝq
SKi = 𝛼 ⋅ K−1

i ⋅ 𝛿i + pji ∈ ℝq,∀i ∈ 𝔸

Encrypt(M1, . . . ,Mt ,MSK,𝐀) → (CT1, . . . ,CTt). The encryption algorithm takes

the master secret key MSK, the messages, M ∈ {1, 0}, and a set of authorized

attributes, 𝔸. Next, select a uniformly random, rt ← Rq and error terms, xt, yi ← 𝜒 .

It outputs the ciphertexts, CTt = (C0
t ,C

i
t), where:

C0
t = PKt ⋅ rt +Mt + pxt ∈ Rq

Ci
t = at ⋅ PKi ⋅ rt + pyi ∈ Rq
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Evaluate(PP, F, C0
1, . . . ,C

0
t ) → F(C0

1, . . . ,C
0
t ).The evaluation algorithm takes a pub-

lic parameter, PP, a polynomial time computation function, F and the first compo-

nent of ciphertexts, C0
1,… ,C0

t , as input. It outputs the computed result in ciphertext

space, such that C0∗
t = F(C0

1,… ,C0
t ).

Decrypt(SK𝔸,C0*
t ,Ci

t) → (M*or⊥). The decryption algorithm takes a computed

result in ciphertext space,C0∗
t = F(C0

1,… ,C0
t ) and a user’s private key, SK𝔸 as input.

It recovers the computed result in plaintext space, M∗
, such that

C0∗
t = F(C0

1,… ,C0
t ) = F(M1,… ,Mt). Compute a set of constants, {wi ∈ Rq}i∈I with

a linear reconstruction algorithm of LSSS such that if {𝛿i} are valid shares of shared

secret, SK according to G, then
∑

i∈I 𝛿iwi = SK. Next, compute

M∗′ = C0∗
t − SK0

∑
i∈ISKi ⋅ wi ⋅ Ci

t and outputs the computed result in plaintext space,

such that M∗ = M∗′
mod p, otherwise, outputs a false symbol, ⊥.

Correctness. The correctness of the proposed KP-ABFHE scheme follows the cor-

rectness of the LSSS linear reconstruction property [9]. If 𝐀 ∈ 𝔸 be an authorized

set, and I ⊂ {1, 2,… , n} be defined as I = {i ∶ p(i) ∈ 𝔸}, then there exists a set

of constants {wi ∈ Rq}i∈I and
∑

i∈I 𝛿iwi = SK. Similar to most of the lattice based

encryption schemes, the encryption algorithm of the proposed KP-ABFHE scheme

involves adding the error terms into ciphertexts. Therefore, for ensuring the correct-

ness of the Decrypt algorithm, the error terms (et, gi, ht, ji, xt, yi) of the ciphertext

must be small enough compared to the ratio q to p, denote as 𝛥 = ⌊q∕p⌋.

Computation on Encrypted Data. The computation on encrypted data is imple-

mented with evaluation algorithm, Evaluate(PP,F,C0
1,… ,C0

t ). The homomorphic

addition properties, fadd, exists as the following.

fadd(C0
1,C

0
2) = C0

1 + C0
2

= (PK1 ⋅ r1 +M1 + px1) + (PK2 ⋅ r2 +M2 + px2)
= M1 +M2 + PK1r1 + PK2r2 + p(x1 + x2)

Meanwhile, the homomorphic multiplication properties, fmult can be founded as

follows.

fmult(C0
1,C

0
2) = C0

1 × C0
2

= (PK1 ⋅ r1 +M1 + px1) × (PK2 ⋅ r2 +M2 + px2)
= M1M2 + PK1r1(PK2r2 +M2 + px2) + PK2r2(M1 + px1)

+px1(M2 + px2) + px2M1

The computed result in both homomorphic addition, fadd(C0
1,C

0
2) and homomor-

phic multiplication fmult(C0
1,C

0
2), can be recovered with the decryption algorithm,

Decrypt. As aforementioned, the homomorphic evaluation of the proposed KP-

ABFHE scheme only involves the first component of ciphertext, C0
t . Thus, the pro-

posed KP-ABFHE scheme allows the homomorphic evaluation can be conducted as

in the origin scheme [10, 11], without affecting its computation capabilities.
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Fine-Grained Access Control on Encrypted Data. The access control of the

encrypted data is implemented by the second component of ciphertext, Ci
t. Any

superset of the set 𝐀 of encrypted data that satisfying the access structure, 𝔸 of the

user’s secret key, SK𝔸 is able to recover the computed result. If 𝐀 is a set of attributes

satisfying an access structure𝔸, then B such that A ⊆ B also satisfies𝔸. For instance,

consider a simple monotonic access structure 𝔸 = {u1 ∩ u2}, if 𝐀 = {u1, u2} satis-

fying an access structure 𝔸, then 𝐁 = {u1, u2, u3} also satisfying 𝔸.

5 Security Analysis

The security of the KP-ABFHE scheme is constructed based on the hardness of Ring-

LWE problem. This section proves that the KP-ABFHE scheme is secure under a

selective-set model with the hardness of Decision Ring-LWEd,q,𝜒 problem as fol-

lows.

Theorem 1 If there exists an adversary Probabilistic Polynomial Time (PPT) algo-
rithm, with the advantage, 𝜖 in selective-set model for the KP-ABFHE scheme as
aforementioned construction in Sect. 3, then there exists a PPT algorithm simulator,
 that decides the Decision Ring-LWEd,q,𝜒 problem with advantage 𝜖

2
.

Proof As described in [10, 11], the Decision Ring-LWEd,q,𝜒 problem instance is

conditioned as sample oracle , that can be either a noisy pseudo-random, s
for master secret key SK ← ℝq, or truly random $. The Decision Ring-LWEd,q,𝜒
problem allows repeated queries to be sent to the challenge oracle. The adver-

sary algorithm  decides the Decision Ring-LWEd,q,𝜒 problem if |Pr[s = 1]−
Pr[$ = 1]| is non-negligible for a random SK ∈ Rq.

Meanwhile, the advantage of  in selective-set model [13, 15] is defined as

adv() = |Pr[r′ = r] − 1
2
|. When the Ring-LWEd,q,𝜒 oracle  is a noisy pseudo-

random s, the  has an advantage 𝜖, then |Pr[r′ = r| = s]| =
1
2
+ 𝜖 and

Pr[′ = | = s] =
1
2
+ 𝜖. Whereas, Ring-LWEd,q,𝜒 oracle  is a truly random

$, the  has no advantage 𝜖 and has no any idea regarding the r, then

Pr[r′ ≠ r| = $] =
1
2

and Pr[′ = | = $] =
1
2
.

The advantage 𝜖 of simulator,  in this selective game model under the Decision

Ring-LWEd,q,𝜒 problem thereby is as follows.

1
2
Pr[′ = | = s] +

1
2
Pr[′ = | = $] −

1
2

= 1
2
( 1
2
+ 𝜖) + 1

2
( 1
2
) − 1

2
= 𝜖

2
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Hence, this concludes the proof of security reduction that there exists a PPT algo-

rithm simulator,  that decides the Decision Ring-LWEd,q,𝜒 problem with

advantage
𝜖

2
.

6 Conclusion

This paper presents the construction of the proposed KP-ABFHE scheme based on

the hardness of Decision Ring-LWEd,q,𝜒 problem. For supporting end-to end data

protection in multi-users cloud environments, this paper extended the homomorphic

encryption scheme with the attribute-based encryption scheme. The proposed KP-

ABFHE scheme is able to perform the computation while providing fine-grained

access control on the encrypted data. In terms of access structure, the proposed KP-

ABFHE scheme is much flexible in which it is able to handle a monotonic access

structure over a set of authorized attributes. In terms of encryption, the proposed

KP-ABFHE scheme decomposes a ciphertext into two sub-components, which in

turn improved the computation capabilities of the homomorphic encryption. The

first component carries the data encrypted with homomorphic encryption scheme;

whereas, the second component is responsible to provide a fine-grained access on

encrypted data by using the attribute-based encryption scheme. Thus, enables the

extension of homomorphic encryption scheme to support multi-users environment

without affecting the computation capabilities of homomorphic encryption. The pro-

posed scheme is secure under a selective-set model with the hardness of Decision

Ring-LWEd,q,𝜒 . For future works, several aspect of this work can be further explored,

such as the implementation of fully hommorphic encryption with various noise man-

agement techniques: boostrapping, modulus switching or flattening techniques.
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